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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1: Parallel Robot Grasping an Object
In this work we study the interaction between a robotic
hand and an object during a grasp. Our analisys focuses on
the grasp system compliance/stiffness on center of gravity of
the object. In fact, the increase of the number of the robot,
in the last years, in the human every day life, from domotic
to industrual production, and the consequent increase of inter-
action human-robot, leds the attention on the study of com-
pliance/stiffness robot to improve the robot performances in
some specific tasks and to improve safety during human-robot
interaction. The concept of control of robot stiffness in a spe-
cific task is fundamental, for example, during a surgery when
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the changing of the stiffness of the robotic hand, grasping the
bistoury, and consequently the changing of equivalent stiffness
on the bistoury center of mass or on the bistoury contact point,
may create different effects. It is also fundamental in case of
collision, between human and robots or between robots and the
external world. A prompt control of robot or grasped object
stiffness can preserve human safety and robot or gasped object
integrity. The task of this work is to study the equations and
the behavior of the system composed by hand-object, to better
understand how to improve the stiffness control for robot or
generic grasped object.
The work is organized with using the structure:
• Chapter 2, Preliminary Notions, shows the set of prelimi-
nary mathematical tools used, as espression of the velocity
of the contact points, robot forward kinematic evalutation
and robot Jacobian expression.
• Chapter 3, Quasi-Static Description of Grasp, where we
compute the general non linear system of equations, and
where we perform a linearization of the system around an
equalibirum point, obtaining equations for the quasi-static
condition.
• Chapter 4, Grasp Compliance Control, where we study
algorithms to manipulate the system of equations to per-
form a desidered task, to bring system in equilibrium and
to manipulate the grasp compliance matrix from the initial
value to a desidered one.
• Chaper 5, Application Example with DLR Hand II, is
the last work chapter where we apply the presented algo-
rithms to a real robot, and verify the consistency of the
results, simulating the hand and applying the numeric val-
ues obtained from simulations to a real hand.
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Chapter 2
Preliminary Notions
In this capter we present some preliminary concepts used in
this work, as for example notation for points, vectors etc.. We
also present some mathematical tools for the description and
the analysis of a generic robotic structure.
2.1 Notation and Coordinate Transformation
Given a frame of reference A = {Oa, [e1a, e2a, e3a]}, we in-
dicate a point p in A as pa = (p1a, p2a, p3a), while for a vector
q we express its components in {A} as qia = eTiaq, where eTia
is the transpose of the i-th column of the basis matrix of {A},
and i = {1, 2, 3}.
Considering two different frames A = {Oa, [e1a, e2a, e3a]}
and B = {Ob, [e1b, e2b, e3b]},
we indicate with dab the vector from {A} to {B} with com-
ponents written in {A}, and with Rab the rotation matrix
from {A} to {B} with components written in {A},or rahter
Raabij = a
T
i b
a
j .
Thus, the expressions of a point p in two frames { A } and
{B}, are related by
pa = Rabpb + dab. (2.1)
As an example in figure 2.1, there are two different frame,
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Figure 2.1: Rotation of a frame
A = {O, [i01, i02, i03]} and B = {O, [i11, i12, i13]}, with the same
origin but different orientation.
The basis vectors of {A} are
i01 =
 10
0
 i02 =
 01
0
 i03 =
 00
1
 . (2.2)
The basis vectors of {B}, written in {A} results
i11 =
 10
0
 i12 =
 0cos(θ)
sin(θ)
 i13 =
 0− sin(θ)
cos(θ)
 . (2.3)
The components of a point expressed in {B} and in {A}
are related by the following
pa =
 1 0 00 cos(θ) − sin(θ)
0 sin(θ) cos(θ)
 pb. (2.4)
2.2 Homogeneous Coordinates
Given a point p ∈ R3, we define its homogeneus form as
p =
(
p
1
)
, (2.5)
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using homogeneus coordinates, (2.1) can be written in com-
pact form,
pa =
[
Rab dab
0T 1
]
pb := gabpb, (2.6)
where gab ∈ R4×4 is called homogeneous transformation
matrix, Similarly given pb, to obtain pa we can use the homo-
geneus matrix, gba such that
pb = gbapa =
[
Rba dba
0T 1
]
pa =
[
RTab −RTabdab
0T 1
]
pa = g
−1
ab pa.
(2.7)
Considering vector, this is definited as difference between
two point, thus its homogeneus coordinates are
v =
(
v
0
)
. (2.8)
To transform its rappresentation from frame {B} to frame
{A}, we can again use the homogeneous matrix gab, previously
seen, as follows
va = gabvb. (2.9)
If we have a third frame C = {Oc, [ic1, ic2, ic3]}, the trasfor-
mation from {A} to {C} through the frame in {B} is given
by the homogeneus matrix gac that can be computed as
gac = gabgbc =
[
RabRbc Rabdbc + dab
0 1
]
. (2.10)
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2.3 Velocity Transformation for Rigid Motion
The motion of a rigid body can be studied considering the
motion of a frame {B} attached to the body, with respect
to a fixed frame {A}. Its configuration can be described by
an homogeneus matrix, that depending by the time t, gab(t).
Considering a point p of the body, written in the frame {B},
follows
pb = cost, (2.11)
pa(t) = gab(t)pb, (2.12)
pb = [gab(t)]
−1pa(t). (2.13)
For a point px(t) written in a generic frame {X}, we can
compute its derivative as
vpx := p˙x(t) :=
d
dt
(px). (2.14)
Applying (2.14) to (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) we get
vpa(t) := p˙a = g˙ab(t)pb, (2.15)
vpa = g˙ab(t)[gab(t)]
−1pa(t) := Vˆ
a
ab(t)pa(t). (2.16)
The motion of the frame {B} attached to the rigid body,
with respect to {A}, and expressed in {A} is called proximal
velocity, and it can be obtained as
Vˆ aab := g˙ab(t)[gab(t)]
−1 =
[
RTabR˙ab −R˙abRTabdab + d˙ab
0 0
]
=
[
ωˆaab v
a
ab
0 0
]
(2.17)
where ωˆaab is the skew-matrix form of the angular velocity of
the rigid body and vaab is the velocity of a point attached to
the rigid body, overlaping the origin of {A}.
The velocity of a point of the body, written in the fixed
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frame {A}, of the mobile frame {B} is expressed by
[vpa]
b := [p˙a]
b = g−1ab (t)vpa(t) = g
−1
ab (t) · (g)ab(t)pb := Vˆ bab(t)pb.
(2.18)
The matrix Vˆ bab, is the velocity of a point attached to rigid
body, with coordinates in {B}, in motion respect the fixed
frame {A}, with coordinates expressed in {B}. This one is
called distal velocity, and its explicit form is
Vˆ bab := g
−1
ab g˙ab =
[
RTabR˙ab R
T
abd˙ab
0 0
]
=
[
ωˆbab v
b
ab
0 0
]
(2.19)
where ωˆbab is the skew-symmetric matrix form of the angular
velocity of the body, written in {B}, and vbab is the velocity
of the origin of the frame {B} with respect to the fixed frame
{A}, written in {B}.
2.4 Adjoint Operator
Considering the definitions of proximal and distal velocity
Vˆ aab = g˙abg
−1
ab ,
Vˆ bab = g
−1
ab g˙ab
we can find a relationship beetween them as
Vˆ aab = gabg
−1
ab = gabg
−1
ab gabg
−1
ab = gabVˆ
b
abg
−1
ab . (2.20)
Writing the linear and angular components in a more ex-
plicit form, we obtain{
vaab = −ωaab × dab + d˙ab = dab × (Rabωbab) + Rbab
ωaab = Rabω
b
ab
. (2.21)
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This can be written in more compact form, as
V aab =
[
vaab
ωaab
]
=
[
Rab dˆabRab
0 Rab
] [
vbab
ωbab
]
= V bab, (2.22)
V aab = AdgabV
b
ab, (2.23)
where the Adgab ∈ R6×6 is called adjoint matrix and it is such
that
Adg : se(3)→ se(3). (2.24)
The adjoint matrix is obtained from an initial homogeneus
matrix,
g =
[
R d
0T 1
]
, (2.25)
Adg =
[
R dˆR
0 R
]
, (2.26)
We can demonstrate that inverse of adjoint matrix is given
by inverse of initial homogeneous matrix,
g−1 =
[
RT −RTd
0T 1
]
, (2.27)
(Adg)
−1 = Adg−1 =
[
RT − ˆ(RTd)RT
0 RT
]
. (2.28)
Given three different frames, and velocities of their origin
with respect to a fixed frame called spatial, {A}, we have
V aac = V
a
ab + AdgabV
b
bc, (2.29)
where V aac, V
a
ab and V
b
bc are like in (2.22). In similar manner
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considering velocities of their origin with respect to a mobile
frame called body, {B} we have
V cac = Adg−1bc
V bab + V
c
bc. (2.30)
The concept of adjoint matrix is also used to describes wrenches
transformation from a frame to another. Wrench, w ∈ R6, is
a generalized force vector, where the first three components
rappresent linear forces, and the second three components are
moments of force. Unlike the twist, to map a wrench from
a frame {B} to frame {A}, we don’t use the adjoint matrix
obtained by the homogeneus matrix gba, but the transposed
of adjoint matrix obtained from the inverse of the homeneus
matrix, or rather from {B} to frame {A} the matrix AdT
g−1ba
that maps wrenches in wrenches
AdTg−1 : se∗(3)→ se∗(3), (2.31)
wa = Ad−Tgabw
b. (2.32)
2.5 The POE formulation
Consider a simple robot composed by one link and one joint
as shown in figure 2.2, where in (a) robot is composed by a
revolute joint and in (b) robot is composed by a prismatic
joint.
For the robot composed by one revolute joint, we call the
angular joint velocity ω ∈ R3, ||ω|| = 1, and consider a generic
point on joint axis, q ∈ R3, so assuming that the link rotates
with unit velocity, we compute the velocity of generic p(t)
point, on the end-effector of the link as
p˙(t) = ω × (p(t)− q). (2.33)
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Figure 2.2: Rotoidal and Prismatic Joint
Equation 2.33 can be written in a more elegant form intro-
ducing the twist vector ξ ∈ R6, given by
ξ =
[ −ω × q
ω
]
, (2.34)
and from ξ the matrix ξˆ ∈ R4×4 as
ξˆ =
[
ωˆ v
0 0
]
, (2.35)
so using this last matrix, (2.33) becomes
p˙ = ξˆp. (2.36)
Solution of differental equation expressed in 2.36, is given
by
p(t) = eξˆtp(0), (2.37)
where eξˆt is the esponential matrix of the matrix ξˆt, with
ξˆt ∈ R4×4.
We supposed that the link rotates with unity velocity in
(2.33) so t is the total amount of rotation and eξˆt is the map-
ping of the generic point p from its initizal location to its final
location after a rotation of t radians. In similar manner we use
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an exponential matrix to rappresent the trasnformation given
by a traslational motion. In fact, considering a prismatic joint
moving with unit velocity, the velocity of a point attached on
its end-effector will be
p˙(t) = v, (2.38)
twist of prismatic joint is given by
ξ =
[
v
0
]
, (2.39)
and defining from ξ the matrix ξˆ ∈ R4×4 as preoviosly seen,
2.38 becomes
p(t) = eξˆtp(0), (2.40)
where now t is the total amount of traslation. Exponential
matrixs previously seen are homogeneus matrix g = eξˆθ that
maps the motion of point from a frame in its initial position,
to frame in its final position, or rather for a given twist the
relative motion of a rigid body.
p(θ) = eξˆθp(0). (2.41)
Considering the kinematics of a robot, the motion of each
single joint is generated by the twist associated to joint axis, if
ξ is a matrix containing all twists vector, the rigid motion as-
sociated to all twists, where every twist can rotate or translate
along its axis, is given by
gab(θ) = e
ξˆθgab(0). (2.42)
Condider for example the simple structure composed by two
reolute joint as in figure 2.3, and suppose that the first joint is
fixed, the configuration of end-effector is only function of the
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second joint, hence only by θ2, the 2.42 becomes
Figure 2.3: Manipulator Example
gst = e
ξˆ2θ2gst(0), (2.43)
where ξ2 is the twist about the second joint, while {S} and
{T} are as shown in figure 2.3. While if we fix θ2 and moving
only θ1, the configuration of end-effector will become
gst(θ1, θ2) = e
ξˆ1θ1gst(θ2) = e
ξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2gst(0), (2.44)
where ξ1 is the twist about the first joint, (2.44) rapresents
the forward kinematics for manipulator shown in the figure
2.3, ξ1 and ξ2 are constant twists obtained by evaluating the
screw motion for each joint with θ1 = 0 for ξ2 and θ2 = 0 for
ξ1.
To generalize this procedure for an open-chain robotic struc-
ture with n degree of freedom, we let S be a frame attached
to the base of the manipulator and T be a frame attached to
its end-effector, define reference configuration of the manip-
ulator, the configuration obtained when all its θ = 0, and we
call gst(0) the trasnformation from S to T in reference config-
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uration.
Then for each joint we costruct the i -th twist ξi that cor-
risponds to the screw motion of i -th joint while the other j
joints are fixed at θj = 0. If the i -th joint is revolute its twist
is
ξi =
[ −ωi × qi
ωi
]
, (2.45)
where ωi is a unit vector ∈ R3 in the direction of i -th twist
axis while qi is a point of the axis, instead for a prismatic joint,
the i -th twist is
ξi =
[
vi
0
]
, (2.46)
where vi ∈ R3 is a unit vector pointing in the direction of
traslation. Combining all twist, we can calculate the forward
kinematics, gst, given by
gst(θ) = e
ξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2 · · · eξˆnθngst(0). (2.47)
All vectors and points must be specified in the base frame
S, and in formula (2.47) the numeration of twist starts from
the frame base, S, to end-effector frame T . The (2.47) is
called product of exponential formula, (POE), for the forward
kinematics of a open-chain manipulator.
2.6 Manipulator Jacobian
Using the product of exponential formula and others mathe-
matical tools previously seen, we show in this section a method
to obtain the description of the Jacobian.
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Starting from the expression of the velocity,
Vˆ sst = g˙st(θ)gst(θ)
−1 =
n∑
i=1
(
∂gst
∂θi
θ˙i
)
g−1st =
n∑
i=1
(
∂gst
∂θi
g−1st (θ)
)
θ˙i,
(2.48)
where, remembering (2.47),
(
∂gst
∂θi
)
g−1st = e
ξˆ1θ1 · · · eξˆi−1θi−1 ∂
∂θi
(
eξˆiθi
)
eξˆi+1θi+1 · · · eξˆnθngst(0)g−1st =
(2.49)
= eξˆ1θ1 · · · eξˆi−1θi−1(ξˆi)eξˆiθieξˆi+1θi+1 · · · eξˆnθngst(0)g−1st =
= eξˆ1θ1 · · · eξˆi−1θi−1(ξˆi)e−ξˆi−1θi−1 · · · e−ξˆ1θ1,
introducing the operator called ∨ (vee) such that
ξˆ =
[
ωˆ v
0 0
]∨
=
[
v
ω
]
= ξ, (2.50)
we can write (
∂gst
∂θi
g−1st
)∨
= Ad
eξˆ1θ1 ···eξˆi−1θi−1ξi. (2.51)
Calling
ξ
′
i = Ad(eξˆ1θ1 ···eξˆi−1θi−1)ξi. (2.52)
and collecting all ξ
′
i in a matrix,
Jsst(θ) = [ξ1 ξ
′
2 · · · ξ
′
n], (2.53)
we finally obtain
V sst = J
s
st(θ)θ˙, (2.54)
where matrix Jsst ∈ R6×q, with q number of robot joint, is
called spatial manipulator Jacobian and give a relationship
between joint velocities and end effector velocity.
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We can also define the body manipulator Jacobian, J bst, as
V tst = J
t
st(θ)θ˙, (2.55)
with calculation similar to that previously perfomed we ob-
tain
J tst(θ) = [ξ
†
1 · · · ξ†n], (2.56)
with
ξ†i = Ad(eξˆ1θ1 ···eξˆi−1θi−1gst(0))
ξi. (2.57)
The colums of J tst are the joints twist written respect the
end-effector frame at the current configuration.
2.6.1 Example
Considering the structure in figure 2.4, we face the problem
to calculate its spatial Jacobian. Manipulator shown in figure
is commonly known a SCARA, is composed by four joints,
three revolute and the last one prismatic.
Figure 2.4: SCARA manipulator in its reference configuration
Let {S} be the frame in its base and {T} be the frame on
the end-effector, the homogeneous transformation from base
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to end-effector in reference configuration or rather when all
θ = 0, is given by
gst(0) =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 l1 + l2
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
 . (2.58)
To construct the twist of every joint we fix the axes of ro-
tation for revolute joints and the axis of translation for the
prismatic joint. Considering axes as in figure 2.4 we have
ω1 = ω2 = ω3 =
 00
1
 , (2.59)
and
v4 =
 00
1
 . (2.60)
Remembering that the generic twist for a revolute joint appears
as
ξi =
[ −ωi × qi
ωi
]
, (2.61)
and for a prismatic joint and
ξi =
[
vi
0
]
, (2.62)
setting three point, q1, q2 and q3 on revolute joint axes
q1 =
 00
0
 q2 =
 0l1
0
 q3 =
 0l1 + l2
0
 , (2.63)
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the twists are
ξ1 =

0
0
0
0
0
1

ξ2 =

l1
0
0
0
0
1

ξ3 =

l1 + l2
0
0
0
0
1

ξ4 =

0
0
1
0
0
0

.
(2.64)
The forward kinematic of the manipulator has the form
gst(θ) = e
ξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2eξˆ3θ3eξˆ4θ4gst(0) =
[
R(θ) p(θ)
0 1
]
. (2.65)
Where the individual exponentials are given by
eξˆ1θ1 =

cos θ1 − sin θ1 0 0
sin θ1 cos θ1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , (2.66)
eξˆ2θ2 =

cos θ2 − sin θ2 0 l1 sin θ2
sin θ2 cos θ2 0 l1(1− cos θ2)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,
eξˆ3θ3 =

cos θ3 − sin θ3 0 (l1 + l2) sin θ3
sin θ3 cos θ3 0 (l1 + l2)(1− cos θ3)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ,
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eξˆ4θ4 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 θ4
0 0 0 1
 .
By direct computation, from (2.65) obtain
gst(θ) =
[
R(θ) p(θ)
0 1
]
, (2.67)
R(θ) =
 cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3) − sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3) 0sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3) cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3) 0
0 0 1
 ,
p(θ) =
 l1 sin θ1 − l2 sin(θ1 + θ2)l1 cos θ1 + l2 cos θ1 + θ2
l0 + θ4
 .
The spatial Jacobian for this manipulator, is given by
Jsst(θ) = [ξ1 ξ
′
2 ξ
′
3 ξ
′
4], (2.68)
where
ξ
′
2 = Ad
(eξˆ1θ1)
ξ2,
ξ
′
3 = Ad
(eξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2)
ξ3, (2.69)
ξ
′
4 = Ad
(eξˆ1θ1eξˆ2θ2eξˆ3θ3)
ξ4.
Carrying out the computation, we obtain the symbolic form of
spatial Jacobian
Jsst =

0 l1 cos θ1 (l1 + l2)(cos θ1 cos θ2 − sin θ1 sin θ2) + l1 sin θ1 sin θ2 − l1 cos θ1(cos θ2 − 1) 0
0 l1 sin θ1 (l1 + l2)(cos θ1 sin θ2 + cos θ2 sin θ1)− l1 cos θ1 sin θ2 − l1 sin θ1(cos θ2 − 1) 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
. (2.70)
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Chapter 3
Quasi Static Description of a
Grasp
In this chapter we will introduce the fundamental relation-
ships and formulas used to describe and analize a robot. We
study, the equilibrium equations, the costitutive equations, the
congruence equations, and the underactuation of the robot by
sinergistic equations. Later we will study these equations in
its quasi static formulation.
Figure 3.1: Generic robot grasping an object
3.1 Equilibrium Equations
3.1.1 Object Equilibrium Equation
Calling {Chi } the frame on i-th the contact point attached
to the hand and {Coi } the frame on the i-th contact point
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attached to object, the external wrench that hand exerts on
the object from hand to object is called w
coi
chi
∈ R6, to write its
components in a frame {B} attached to center of mass of the
object, we will use an adjoint matrix of the form
AdTgbcoi
=
(
Rbcoi d̂bcoi ·Rbcoi
0 Rbcoi
)T
. (3.1)
Defining wbe as external wrench on center of mass of the
object, the equilibrium equation for the object is given by
wbe +
p∑
i=1
AdTgbcoi
w
coi
chi
= 0, (3.2)
where p is the total number of contact point between hand
and object. This equation can be reduced considering only the
effective forces and moments of force present on contact. In
fact, even though wrench vector is composed by three forces
along the three axis and three moments of force about the
three axis the effective number of force and moment of force
on the contact point depends from the type of contact.
For example a contact of type Hard Finger, has three de-
grees of freedom relating to the moments of force about the
three axis so on contact it is possible to transmit only the
three forces along axis. For a contact of type Soft Finger in-
stead the degrees of freedom in contact point are only two,
relating to two moments of force, and on contact it is possible
transmit three forces and one moment of force about the nor-
mal axis. The effective forces and moments of forces present
on the contact can be collected in a vector, called forces vector
f
coi
chi
∈ Rn, where n depends by the contact type.
To reduce w
coi
chi
vector mapping only forces present on the
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contact, we use a particular selection matrix called B, able to
transform the vector w
coi
chi
in the vector f
coi
chi
.
For example for a Soft Finger, f
coi
chi
∈ R4, and B ∈ R6×4.
Using the matrix B, equation (3.2) becomes
wbe +
n∑
i=1
AdTgbcoi
Bif
coi
chi
= 0. (3.3)
Considering c =
∑n
i=1 ci and f
co
ch
= [f
coT1
ch1
. . . f
coTn
chn
]T , we
can introduce Grasp Matrix in body coordinates as
bG = [AdTgbco1
B1 Ad
T
gbco2
B2 . . . Ad
T
gbcon
Bn]. (3.4)
Thus from (3.4) and (3.3) i results,
wbe +
b Gf c
o
ch
= 0. (3.5)
We consider as external wrench also the contribution of grav-
ity force, so if we consider the action of external wrench in the
center of gravity of the body like in (3.5), the contribution of
gravity force will depend on any rotation of the body in the
space, to overcome this condiction, we will consider all exter-
nal wrenches respect the fixed reference frame {A}. To do this
operation we will use an adjoint matrix from {B} to {A}, and
considering
Ad−Tgba = Adgab, (3.6)
the (3.5) becomes,
Ad−Tgba (w
b
e +
b Gf c
o
ch
) = wae + Ad
−T
gba
(bGf c
o
ch
) = 0. (3.7)
To calculate the equivalent of equilibriun equation for the
object, in quasi static model, starting from (3.7), this one de-
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pends by external wrenches, forces on the contact point and
position of body (z(we, f, u)), making a differentiation, and
calculating the results in a equilibrium point, we obtain
∂z(we, f c
o
ch
, u)
∂we
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δwe+
∂z(we, f c
o
ch
, u)
∂f c
o
ch
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δf c
o
ch
+
∂z(we, f c
o
ch
, u)
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δu = 0.
(3.8)
The quasi static form for the equilibrium equation for the ob-
ject becomes
δwea +
∂Ad−Tgba (
bGf c
o
ch
)
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δu + Ad−Tgba (
bGδf c
o
ch
) = 0, (3.9)
and defining
∂Ad−Tgba (
bGf c
o
ch
)
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
= Ug, (3.10)
we finally obtain
δwea + Ugδu + Ad
−T
gba
(bGδf c
o
ch
) = 0. (3.11)
3.1.2 Hand Equilibrium Equation
The equilibrium equation for the hand describes the rela-
tionshiop between the vector of the joint torques τ ∈ Rq, where
q is the number of joint of robot, and the vector of forces ap-
plied to object by hand f c
o
ch
∈ Rn with n total number of force
on contact. By virtue of the kineto-static duality, we can write
τ =c
o
JT (q, u)wc
o
ch
. (3.12)
As previously seen the forces in contact point depends by the
type of contact, we still use a reduction matrix Bi for each
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contact, equation (3.12) becomes
τ =c
o
JT (q, u)Bf c
o
ch
. (3.13)
To evaluate the hand equilibrium in a quasi static condiction,
differentiating 3.13 we obtain
δτ =
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂q
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δq+
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δu+
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂f c
o
ch
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
δf c
o
ch
.
(3.14)
Defining:
Q˜ =
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂q
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
, (3.15)
Uj =
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂u
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
, (3.16)
J˜T =
∂ c
o
JT (q, u)f c
o
ch
∂f c
o
ch
∣∣∣∣∣
eq
=c
o
JT (qeq, ueq), (3.17)
and substituting (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) in (3.14), we finally
find
δτ = Q˜δq + Ujδu + J˜
Tδf c
o
ch
. (3.18)
3.2 Congruence Equations
As for the equilibrium equations, there are two congruence
equation, one for the object and another one for the hand.
3.2.1 Object Congruence Equation
As previously seen, twist is a vector composed by six ele-
ments, where the first three elements are traslational velocity
and the second three elements are rotational velocity, so as for
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the wrenches also the number of velicities evaluting the contact
constraints depends by the type of the contact, so using the
transpose of B matrix, to select the suitable velocities equation
(??) becomes
v
coi
ab = B
T
i ξ
coi
ab = B
T
i Adgcoi bξ
b
ab. (3.19)
Casting together the velocities for all the contact point in the
vector vc
o
ab ∈ Rci, we can write
vc
o
ab = [v
coT1
ab v
coT2
ab . . . v
coTn
ab ], (3.20)
thus combinig (3.19) and (3.20)
vc
o
ab = [(B
T
1 Adgco1b)
T (BT2 Adgco2b)
T . . . (BTnAdgconb)
T ]Tξbab.
(3.21)
Remembering definition (3.4), equation (3.21) can be written
as
vc
o
ab =
b GTξbab, (3.22)
that is the object congruence equation. To obtain its equivalent
for a quasi-static model, we consider a little time variation of
system and multiplying right and left the (3.22) for this time
variation we obtain,
δCc
o
ab =
b GTξbabδt. (3.23)
The rotation part of ξbabδt is not an exact differential, so we
have to introduce a vector, u able to parameterize the SO(3)
such that,
ξbab =
b T (u)u˙. (3.24)
Putting the (3.24) in the (3.23) finally
δCc
o
ab =
b GTbT (u)δu. (3.25)
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3.2.2 Hand Congruence Equation
Calling ξa
achi
the twist of the frame on the i-th contact point
of the hand, {Chi }, in motion respect {A} with its components
written in {A}, this one depends by the joint velocities as
ξa
achi
= aJi
(
qi
)
q˙i, (3.26)
where aJi(q
i) is the spatial Jacobian for the i-th contact, and
this one as previously seen in (2.6) is given by
aJi(q
i) = [ξ1 ξ
′
2 . . . ξ
′
m]. (3.27)
Considering twist attached to i-th contact point on the hand
{Chi } is given by adjoint matrix as
ξ
coi
achi
= Adgcoi a(u)ξ
a
achi
, (3.28)
and putting the (3.26) in the (3.28) we obtain
ξ
coi
achi
= Adgcoi a(u)
aJi(q
i)q˙i. (3.29)
From (3.29) considering only the effective velocities on contact,
using the BT matrix
v
coi
achi
= BTAdgcoi a(u)
aJi(q
i)q˙i =c
o
i Ji(q
i, u)q˙i. (3.30)
So collecting all velocities present on the contact point in a
vector vc
o
ab, and all angles of joint in a vector, we obtain
vc
o
ab = [v
coT1
ab v
coT2
ab . . . v
coTn
ab ]
T , (3.31)
q˙ = [q˙1 q˙2 . . . q˙m]
T , (3.32)
the (3.30) becomes
vc
o
ach
=c
o
J(q, u)q˙. (3.33)
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To search relationship for the quasi static condiction starting
from (3.33) and considering, a little time variation, we obtain
vc
o
ch
δt =c
o
J(q, u)q˙δt, (3.34)
the (3.34) can be rewritten as
δCc
o
ch
=c
o
J(q, u)δq. (3.35)
3.3 Constitutive Equation
3.3.1 Constitutive Equation of the Contact
To properly model interaction between the hand and the
object, we introduce a virtual spring connectioning contact
points on the hand on the object. The variation of the contact
forces, using the Hook’s rule, dependes by the elastic constants
of the virtual springs expressed by a stiffness matrix, and by the
displacements of the contact frame. For the i-th contact point
defining, Kci ∈ Rci×ci as the matrix of the elastic constants,
we obtain
δf
coi
chi
= Kci(δC
coi
achi
− δCcoiacoi ), (3.36)
Globally the constitutive equation of the contact can be written
as,
δf c
o
ch
= Kc(δC
co
ach
− δCcoaco). (3.37)
3.3.2 Constitutive Equations for Elastic Joint Actuation
Consider a robot composed by elastic joints, or rather vari-
able stiffness joints, and using to model the joint elestic an
equation similarly Hook’s law, we can write for i-th joint
τi = Kqi(qri − qi), (3.38)
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where τ is the torque produced by the joint, q is the joint
position, Kq is the elestic joint constant and qr is the position
of a reference variables for the joint position. Figure 3.2, shows
a stiffnes variable joint. From (3.38) collecting all τi ,Kqi, qri
Figure 3.2: Joint Model
and qi in matrix form, we obtain
τ = Kq(qr − q). (3.39)
To obtain the quasi static formulation, we differentiate the
(3.39), and calculate the result in a equilibrium point obtaining
δτ = Kq(δqr − δq) + ∂Kq(qr − q)
∂Kq
δKq. (3.40)
Introducing
K˜q =
∂Kq(qr − q)
∂Kq
, (3.41)
the (3.40) becomes
δτ = Kq(δqr − δq) + K˜qδKq. (3.42)
3.4 Sinergistic Underactuation
The postural synergies of the human hands was studied in
[5], where the authors analyzed a large set of virtual grasps of
imagined objcet. The result of grasping an imagined object
can be seen as a sort of reference configuration, or rather as
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the configuration that human hand try to achieve to grasp an
obect. For a robot we consider the sinergies as a correlation
between the joints during the motion, and like human hand we
consider to apply synergy to joint reference values.
We introduce the matrix of postural synergies S(z) ∈ Rn×m,
where n is the number of joints of the robot, and m is the size
of the vector of varible sinergies z ∈ Rm such that
δqr = S(z)δz. (3.43)
In pratical use we can consider the matrix S as constant, thus
the (3.43) becomes
δqr = Sδz, (3.44)
and from the kineto-static duality, we obtain
δη = STδτ, (3.45)
where η ∈ Rm×n is a the vector of generalizated forces at level
of synergies.
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Chapter 4
Grasp Compliance Control
In this chapter we see how study a robotic hand manip-
ulating an object in a quasi static condition. We first give
an explicit description of the quasi-static model using matrix
blocks, and later we study how calculate all possible system dis-
placements, how bring system in equilibrium and finally how
manipulate the equivalent system stiffness/compliance on the
center of mass of a grasped object.
4.1 Controllable System Displacements
Casting togheter the equations (3.11), (3.18), (3.25), (3.35),
(3.37), (3.42), (3.44), and (3.45), we obtain a system of equa-
tions which describes small pertubations of the system around
a starting equilibrium configuration, that appears as
δwea + Ugδu + Ad
−T
gba
Gδf c
o
ch
= 0
δτ − Q˜δq − Ujδu− JTδf coch = 0
δf c
o
ch
−Kc(Jδq −GTTδu) = 0
δτ −Kq(δqr − δq)− K˜qδKq = 0
δqr − Sδz = 0
δη − STδτ = 0
(4.1)
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4.1.1 The Fundamental Grasp Matrix
in compact form, as Φy = 0, where Fundamental Grasp
Matrix, (FGM), Φ ∈ Rra×ca is the matrix the collect system
coefficients and δy, is a vector containing all variation of the
system variables such as
δy = [δf c
oT
ch
δτT δηT δuT δqT δqTr δk
T
q δw
b
aT δz
T ]T ,
(4.2)
thus the (4.1) can be written as
Φδy = 0 =

Ad−TgbaG 0 0 Ug 0 0 0 I 0
−JT I 0 Uj Q˜ 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 −KcGTT KcJ 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 Kq −Kq −K˜q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 −S
0 −ST I 0 0 0 0 0 0


δf c
o
ch
δτ
δη
δu
δq
δqr
δkq
δwae
δz

.
(4.3)
Calling Γ ∈ RrΓ×cΓ, where rΓ = cΦ, a basis of the funda-
mental grasp matrix, all solution of 4.3 are in the null space
matrix of Γ.
The system (4.3) is composed by 6 block equations in 9
vector variables, the matrix Φ is full row rank, using Rouche-
Capelli theorem the system has ni = cΦ − rΦ, independent
variables, hence cΓ = ni. If we know the values of pertuba-
tion of ni variables, we can know the values of pertubation of
the system and this condiction is always valid, independently
by the dimension of the system (number of joints, number of
contact...). The choose of the independent system variables
is done according by particular task required to the system
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and considering dimension of the fundamental grasp matrix.
So for system (4.3) we set as independent variables the last
three vector variables of vector δy, these are, δkq, δw, and
δz because we want study how the change of joint stiffness of
the system and the change of external wrenches influences all
robotic systyem.
4.1.2 Canonical Form of Fundamental Grasp Matrix
Set the independent variables we can find the explicit rela-
tionship between these ones and dependent variables, putting
the obtained relations in the fundamental grasp matrix, we
obtain a new form of this one that we call Canonical Form
of Fundamental Grasp Matrix. Chosen δkq , δw, and δz as
independent variables, we can demonstrate that the Funda-
mental Grasp Matrix (FGM) can be written in its canonical
form as
Φc =

I 0 0 0 0 0 Φ17 Φ18 Φ19
0 I 0 0 0 0 Φ27 Φ28 Φ29
0 0 I 0 0 0 Φ37 Φ38 Φ39
0 0 0 I 0 0 Φ47 Φ48 Φ49
0 0 0 0 I 0 Φ57 Φ58 Φ59
0 0 0 0 0 I Φ67 Φ68 Φ69

, (4.4)
where the terms Φij rappresent the explicit relationship be-
tween independent and dependent variables, for example the
term Φ27 rappresent the relationship between δτ and δkq. In-
dicating with δyi the independent variables of δy and with δyd
the dependent variables, the system (4.1), using the canonical
form of the fundamental grasp matrix, can be written as
Φδy = Φc
[
δyd
δyi
]
= [I Φi]
[
δyd
δyi
]
= 0, (4.5)
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where Φi ∈ RrΦ×(cΦ−rΦ) is a matrix that collects, all terms
Φij presents in (4.4), we can immediatly write
δyd = −Φiδyi. (4.6)
To obtain the canonical form, of the fundamental grasp ma-
trix we use a Gauss-Jordan method, extended to operate on a
block of partitioned matrix, this method is called GEROMe-B
(Gauss Elementary Row Operation Method for Block Matrix).
GEROMe-B
For a linear system expressed as Ax = 0, the Gauss-Jordan
method (GEROMe) allows to obtain the solution of system
directly manipulating the matrix A. There are three possi-
ble operations to manipulate the matrix without affecting its
nullspace:
• exchanging two rows,
• multiplying a row for a non zero number,
• adding a row to another.
When the matrix is a block partitioned matrix, operations
become:
• exchanging two block rows,
• multiplying a row for a full colums rank matrix,
• add a block row to another.
Each of three operations is made premultiplying Φ matrix
by an appropiate full colums rank matrix M ,
Φ ∈ Rm×n;M ∈ Rm×m : rank(M) = m⇒ N[MΦ] = N(Φ),
(4.7)
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so every operation does not change the null space of the Φ ma-
trix, such that the fundamental grasp matrix and its canonical
form have the same set of solution. In Algorith 1 we explain
how to apply GEROMe-B to the fundamental grasp matrix.
Algorithm 1 GEROMe-B Algorithm appplied to Φ matrix
1: Select the independent vector variables from the δy vector (δkq, δw, and δz)
2: Calculate all dimensions of the matrix block presents in Φ
3: For every row and every column of Φ select the ”pivot” block, that is a square
block of Φ, and will become an identity matrix in canonical form of Φ
4: For every dependent column of Φ apply the GEROMe-B method
5: Rearrenge all rows to obtain a identity matrix as dependent part of Φ
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For example we report the first step of the method applied to
fundamental grasp matrix, Φ, relative to elimination of block
Φ11, where we set δkq, δw and δz as independent vector vari-
ables, fixed the pivot block for each row and done an operation
of GEROMe-B. The initial matrix Φ is
Φ =

AdTgbaG 0 0 Ug 0 0 0 I 0
−JT I 0 Uj Q˜ 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 −KcGTT KcJ 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 Kq −Kq −K˜q 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 −S
0 −ST I 0 0 0 0 0 0

,
(4.8)
the boxed blocks ( ) are the pivot of Φ. To eliminate the
first block on the first row AdTgbaG, we subtract the third row
to the first row premultiplied by AdTgbaG. So we premultiply Φ
for a matrix M of the form
M =

I 0 (−AdTgba)G 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 I

. (4.9)
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The new form of the coefficient matrix of the 4.1 appears as
Φ1 =

0 0 0 Ug + Ad
T
gba
GKcG
TT −GKcJ 0 0 I 0
−JT I 0 Uj Q˜ 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 −KcGTT KcJ 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 Kq −Kq −K˜q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 −S
0 −ST I 0 0 0 0 0 0

.
(4.10)
The GEROMe-B for large system with a lot of vector vari-
ables is very slow and requires a lot of calculation, so if we are
not interested in the symbolic relationship between dependent
and independent variables but we need the just numeric values,
we can use another method.
Starting from (4.3), we set the independent vector variables
and wrote the system as
Φδy = Φ
[
δyd
δyi
]
= 0, (4.11)
the number of dependent variables is rΦ, so we can write Φ
as two macro-blocks matrix as
[Φ∗d Φ
∗
i ]
[
δyd
δyi
]
= 0, (4.12)
where Φ∗d ∈ RrΦ×rΦ and Φ∗i ∈ RrΦ×(cΦ−rΦ). To obtain the
canonical form of the FGM we can multiply (4.12) for Φ∗−1d
obtaining
Φ∗−1d [Φ
∗
d Φ
∗
i ]
[
δyd
δyi
]
= [I Φi]
[
δyd
δyi
]
= 0. (4.13)
This is a numeric form of canonical fundamental grasp ma-
trix, obtained only by the inverse of a square matrix. This
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method is quicker than GEROMe-B, but numeric values in re-
lationship between dependent and independent variables changes
after every system displacement, because these depends by the
equilibrium point where system were linearized, so to use this
method we must calculate Φ∗d and Φ
∗
i after every system dis-
placement, while GEROMe-B returns relationship in sysmbolic
form, always valid for system.
4.2 Optimal System Displacement on the Tan-
gent Space
Starting from a system linearization, represented by the fun-
damental grasp matrix, we study in this section, how the sys-
tem can do a specific task, for example keep the body in the
same configuration when are present external wrenches.
Setting task for a system means establishing a set of desidered
values for some system variables and find all the other system
variables, or rather, setting, the independent variables and
searching the values of dependent variables. The maximum
number of variables can be fixed as task, if selected variables
are linear independent of each other, is the number of indepen-
dent variables.
Considering the system (4.1), Φ ∈ RrΦ×cΦ, has cΦ−rΦ inde-
pendent variables, so this is the maximum number of variables
can be fixed as task.
Starting from a given initial configuration of the system,
(ystart) the system of equations (4.1),
Φδy = 0,
represent a linearization of the system equations around ystart
initial configuration. Thus from ystart all the possible variable
displacements are on a tangent space of this system lineariza-
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tion, or rather in the range of quasi static condition. To set
any variables of the system, according to determined task, to
desidered values ytask, we apply a δytask to ystart as
ytask = ystarttask + δytask, (4.14)
and as previuosly said also all other variables in y from ystart
to ynew vector change. So the global displacement vector δy
are composed by a partition of desidered displacement (δytask)
and by other unkwon displacements owned by null space of the
matrix system and is given by
δy = N(Φ)Ntaskδytask, (4.15)
where δytask is desiderd displacement or rather displacement
of desiderated variables from initial values to task values, N(Φ)
is the null space of Φ and Ntask is the partion of N(Φ) cor-
responding to the variables we want to set the displacement
(ytask).
For example, considering the system (4.1) and considering
the forces vector, yf , if we want set a desiderd value of displace-
ments for this vector δyftask , we will calculate the null space of
Φ and the partition of this one relative to vector forces, Nf ,
obtaining the total displacement vector as
δy = N(Φ)Nfδyftask. (4.16)
The algorithm 2 shows how to set a desidered displacement
for the linearized system.
4.3 From the Tangent Space to the Equilibrium
Manifold
In the previous section, we have seen how to start from an
equilibrium configuration for a robot grasping an object and set
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Algorithm 2 Optimal Displacement on the Tangent Space Algorithm
1: Setting the desidered variables, according to the desidered system task, and
collect these in ytask
2: Selecting the same variables in the current configuration vector ytaskstart
3: Calculating δytask = ytask − ytaskstart
4: Calculating the null space of the system matrix in the actual system configura-
tion N(Φ)
5: Selecting rows of null space according to ytask and collecting these in Ntask
6: Calculating the optimal configuration variables variations δy = N(Φ)Ntaskδytask
7: Calculating the new configuration vector ynew = ystart + δy
a displacement on the tangent space of the system according
to a desidered task.
From an initial configuration (ystart) we have obtained a new
value for the system variables vector y1, this one depends by
the displacements of the independent variables fixed by the
specific task. The relationship between dependent and inde-
pendent variables, is given by a linearization around an initial
equilibrium configuration of the system, y0 = ystart, and it is
expressed in the fundamental grasp matrix.
Calculating the (3.7), (3.13), (3.37), (3.39), (3.44), (3.45) in
y1, these are not in equilibrium, and their result will be not
zero, but a certain vectorial residual because to compute y1 we
used a systyem linearization around y0
To eliminate the residual vector and bring the system into
the equilibrium, we must calculate a new displacement δy1 of
the linearizated systyem around y1. This displacements gen-
erates new values for system variables, y2, and a new residual
vector r1. If the linearization of system around y1 is a better
system approximation than linearization around y0, r1 will be
in norm smaller than r0, ||r1|| ≤ ||r0||. From new configura-
tion vector y2 and a new residual vector r1 to eliminate this one
we calculate a new displacement of linerized system around y2,
and obtain a new residual vector, and so forth to obtain rp = 0.
To make this iterative procedure of residual vector elimination
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and bring system in equilibrium, we keep for each iteration in-
dependent variables and calculate the series of displacements
only on depedent variables, starting from
Φδyg = rg, (4.17)
where rg is a generic residual vector and δyg the generic
displacement, to eliminate rg, this can be written as
[Φd Φi]
[
δyd
δyi
]
= rg, (4.18)
and considering that residual vector is given by only depen-
dent variables Φiδyi = 0 we obtain
δyd = Φ
†
drg, (4.19)
thus the generic displacement to eliminate residual is equal to
−Φ†drg.
In this work we implement the iterative procedure, previu-
osly described, using a matlab function, called lsqnonlin (least
square solver for non linear problem). The function returns
values of system variables that minimize a specified non linear
problem, implementing least squares and trust region meth-
ods. To bring system into equilibrium, we defined as problem
vector variables, the dependent vector yd and set as non linear
problem as system composed by equilibrium, congruence, con-
stitutive and synergistic underactuation equations, where we
minimize a vector composed by the residual of these equation.
This is the iterative algorithm to bring system in equilibrium
after a generic system displacement using lsqnonlin function.
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Algorithm 3 Bringing the system back in equilibrium
1: Creating a problem with all system descriptive equations
2: Creating the residual for the problem
3: Setting for this system independent variables or vector variables
4: Creating from dependent variables the problem input vector variables
5: Computing initial values for input vector variables
6: Setting lsqnonlin function options, as maximum number of function iteration
ect...
7: Setting for problem input vector variables upper bound and lower bound
8: Running lsqnonlin function
9: Refreshing system vector variables y with obtained values
4.4 Iterative Method for Compliance Control
In this section we use the methods and algorithms previously
seen to study how we can control the grasp compliance of an
hand grasping an object.
Compliance matrix is a matrix that shows for a given con-
figuration the linear relationship between external wrenches
variations and the object position variations.
To calculate the compliance matrix starting from the canon-
ical form of the fundamental grasp matrix (4.4), the variation
of object position, when all other independent variables, δkq
and δz, are null is given by its 4-th row, thus it appears as
δu + Φ48δw = 0. (4.20)
Knowing the external wrench variation the position object dis-
placement can be computed as
δu = −Φ48δw = Cmδw, (4.21)
whereCm is the grasp compliance matrix. Using the GEROMe-
B method we can obtain its explicit form as
Cm = C
−1
o1
Co3(Co4C
−1
o1
Co3)
−1Kˆq, (4.22)
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with
Co1 = Aˆdgba − AdgbaGKcGTT
Co2 = −Uˆ + JKcGTT
Co3 = AdgbaGKcJ (4.23)
Co4 = Kq + Qˆ + JKcJ
T .
In general the grasp compliance matrix is asymmetric ma-
trix, however it becomes symmetric when are not present ex-
ternal wrenches on the system [7] and the twists are expressed
in a generalizated reference frame, basis of the twists space [8].
Rewriting Cm in four block
Cm =
[
CmT CmTR
CmRT CmR
]
, (4.24)
we that the block called CmT is the pure traslation block and it
describes the relationship between the space coordinates of the
center of gravity of the object and the external forces along the
three axis, the block CmTR describes the relationship between
the position of the object and external moments of force, CmRT
the relationship between the rotation about the three axis in
space of the object and the external forces, while block CmR,
between rotation of the object about axis and moments of
forces.
We in this work develop a method to obtain a desidered
compliance matrix starting by an initial one, so for example
from an initial value for Cm11, relationship between variation
of object position along x axes and variation of external force
along the same axes, to a desidered value Cˆm11.
This method calculates the optimal displacements for the in-
dependent variables to bring the compliance matrix to desidered
form from the actual configuration of the system.
Calling Cm the current compliance matrix, Cˆm the desidered
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matrix and C˜m the final compliance matrix obtained by the
variation of independent variables, we search a set of values
for the independent variables thus to solve the problem
min||vec(C˜m)− vec(Cˆm)||, (4.25)
where vec is an operator that trasforms a matrix in a vector by
stacking the columns of matrix one below the other. Desidered
and final obtained compliance matrix can be written as
Cˆm = Cm + δCˆm, (4.26)
C˜m = Cm + δC˜m,
so the problem (4.25) becomes
min||vec(δC˜m)− vec(δCˆm)||. (4.27)
To solve this problem we find the optimal displacement for all
system variables such that the obtained compliance variation
is equal to the desidered compliance variation. Considering
how every variation of each element of the compliance matrix
depend by the variation of every system variables, calling cm =
vec(Cm), we can write
δcm =
δcm
δy
δy0, (4.28)
Considering the dependent and independent partition of the
vector variables and the relationship between them as yd =
−Φiyi, eq. (4.28) becomes
δcm =
[
− δcm
δyd
Φi +
δcm
δyi
]
δyi, (4.29)
this one can be written in compact form as
δcm = Hδyi. (4.30)
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In (4.30), H ∈ R36×(cΦ−rΦ) represents a subspace of the reach-
able grasp compliance, written in vectorial form. Considering
as independent variables the last three vector variables of y
or rather δkq, δw and δz, and three submatrix of H , called
Hkq ∈ R36×#Kq , Hw ∈ R36×#w and Hz ∈ R36×#z, (4.30)
becomes,
δcm = [Hkq|Hw|Hz]
 δkqδw
δz
 .
Thus considering that typically external wrench is not control-
lable, only columns of Hkq and Hz create a subspace of the
controllable grasp compliances in vectorial form,
δcm = HkqδKq + Hzδz. (4.31)
The expression just obtained gives the vec(δC˜m), putting this
one in (4.27), we obtain
vec(Cˆm) = Hkqδkq + Hzδz = Htδyt, (4.32)
and the optimal independent vector variables variation is given
by
δyt = H
†
t vec(Cˆm). (4.33)
Finally we obtain δC˜m,
δC˜m = Htδyt. (4.34)
The matrix of the reachable grasp compliance (H) depends by
the linear approximation of the system in its current configura-
tion, the obtained compliance matrix is the optimal compliance
matrix for this configuration, thus repeating this procudure we
can obtain a compliance matrix gradually closer to the desider-
ated compliance matrix.
Starting from an initial compliance matrix to reach a desidered
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one, we use again a least square method with trust region al-
gorithm, so we use again lsqnonlin function, where non linear
problem is (4.27) and the input vector variables is composed by
δkq and δz. In every iteration function bring system in equi-
librium first and search values for the input vector to minimize
the given problem then.
Summing up, in algorithm 4 we present the method used to
reach an optimal compliance matrix closer to a desidered one,
starting from a generic system configuration.
Algorithm 4 Reaching a desidered compliance matrix
1: Calculating the fondamental grasp matrix for actual configuration
2: Calculating the compliance matrix Cm
3: Calculating the cm = vec(Cm)
4: Setting a desidered compliance matrix Cˆm
5: Calculating δCˆm = Cm − Cˆm
6: Calculating vec(δCˆm)
7: Creating the non linear miminization problem min||vec(δC˜m)− vec(δCˆm)||
8: Creating the input vector variables yin
9: Setting lsqnonlin options
10: Setting lower and upper bound for input vector variables
11: Running lsqnonlin function
12: Refreshing system vector variables y
Then we report a flow chart of the operations we must do,
to grasp an object and to obtain for this grasping a desidered
compliance matrix.
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Figure 4.1: From initial configuration to first compliance matrix
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Figure 4.2: Compliance Control Procedure
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Chapter 5
Application Examples with the
DLR Hand HIT
Figure 5.1: The DLR Hand II
5.1 DLR Hand Description
In this section we apply the methods and the algoritms
previously seen to a right DLR Hand HIT. This is the 2nd
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generation of multisensory hand design at DLR, as described
in [9], the hand has an open skeleton structure, more power-
ful actuators with respect its previously version, and 6 DOF
fingertips force and torque sensors. To achieve the goal of
maximunm flexibility and perfomances, the project hand phi-
losophy is the miniaturization and the complete integration of
all components of the hand and also the massive reduction of
cabling. The main aspects of interest in the hand is the hig
level of autonomous grasping compabilities, the fine manip-
ulation possibilities and the use of fully integrated actuators
and electronics without a forearm. This is the only possibility
to use an articulated hand on different types of robots which
are not specially prepared to be uesd with hands, so the DLR
Hand II complies with these specifications, while maintaining
an anthropomorphic form and relative small size.
5.1.1 Mechanical Layout
The hand, as desribed in [10], has a mass of 1.6Kg, and a
size of 110% of mean human hand size. Figures 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4, report respectively front, side and top view of the hand
with outer dimension.
The hand has five fingers, all fingers are equal and are com-
posed by three phalanges (proximal, intermediate and distal).
Figure 5.5 shows a finger with dimensions of the three pha-
langes.
All structural members and cases of the hand are build in
aluminium, while the gears are in steel. In each finger there
are three brushless motors, corresponding to the three degrees
of freedom. As the human hand, there is a coupling between
the last two phalanges (intermediate and distal), the abduc-
tion moviment of the fingers are driven by two motors through
differential bevel gears transmission. Distal/intemediate and
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Figure 5.2: Front View
proximal are driven by a motor through transmission of an
hormonic driver and bevel gears. Summing up the hand is
composed by five finger, each finger has the same layout di-
mensions, and each finger has three degrees of freedom, there
is an abduction movement given by motors at the base of the
finger, and two closing hand movement given by two different
motors, one at the base of finger, and one between proximal
and intermediate phalanges. Moreover each joint is not free to
move but has angle limits given by the structure of the hand.
In table 5.1 we report the upper and lower angle limit for each
joint.
Joint Lower Limit Upper Limit
Abduction -15◦ 15◦
Proximal 6◦ 75◦
Intermediate & Distal 6◦ 75◦
Table 5.1: Joint Limits
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Figure 5.3: Side View
Figure 5.4: Top View
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Figure 5.5: Modular Finger Coordinates System and Dimensions
5.1.2 Kinematic Description
To obtain the kinematic maps of the right hand we start
from the data released in the manual of the DLR Hand [11].
The Denavit-Hartenberg table of a finger, shown in figure 5.5
Joint θ a[mm] α d[mm]
Abduction(0) 0 0 0 0
Proximal(1) 0 0 pi/2 0
Intermediate(2) 0 55 0 0
Distal(3) 0 25 0 0
Table 5.2: Denavit-Hartenberg Table
is presented in table 5.2, where θ is orientation between origin
of two succeccive joints, d is the translation between origin of
two successive joints, α is angle between two successive joints,
d is distance between two successive joints. Considering ref-
erence frame and axis orientation for the hand and for each
finger shown in figure 5.6, and the trasforming matrix from
reference hand frame to reference finger frame placed at the
basis of each finger, we can write the kinematics of each finger
and of the hand.
The trasformation matrix from reference hand frame to the
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Figure 5.6: Palm of the hand with fixed axis orientation for the hand and every
finger
basis of the thumb finger has the form,
TA−Thumb =

0.4291 −0.5710 −0.6999 62.5691
0.1872 0.8142 −0.5496 44.5445
0.8837 0.1048 0.4562 80.0446
0 0 0 1
 . (5.1)
The transformation matrix from reference hand frame to the
basis of the index finger is
TA−Fore =

0 −0.0872 0.9962 −2.5299
0 −0.9962 −0.0872 36.8001
1 0 0 108.7435
0 0 0 1
 . (5.2)
The transformation matrix from reference hand frame to the
basis of the middle finger is
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TA−Middle =

0 0 1 −3.7
0 −1 0 10
1 0 0 119.0435
0 0 0 1
 . (5.3)
The transformation matrix from reference hand frame to the
basis of the ring finger is
TA−Ring =

0 0.0872 0.9962 −2.5299
0 −0.9962 0.0872 −16.8001
1 0 0 114.0436
0 0 0 1
 . (5.4)
Finally the transformation matrix from reference hand frame
to the basis of the little finger is
TA−Pinky =

0 0.173648 0.984808 0.971571
0 −0.984808 0.173648 −0.43.396306
1 0 0 95.043545
0 0 0 1

(5.5)
5.1.3 Hand Control and Hardware Connection
The DLR-Hand is connected and controlled by a mini PC
with QNX operating system supplied with the hand. To con-
trol the hand, user need another PC connected to hand PC
by ethernet cable. Figure 5.7 shwos the schematic of the hand
control.
The user can set, for each joint, angle position, stiffness,
damping, velocity and proportional constant control value.
Hand control system returns to user position and torque of
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Figure 5.7: Hand Connection and Data Flow
every joint.
5.2 Implementation and Results
To test mathematical methods and tools previuosly studied
we implement them on the DLR Hand II. We use matlab,
creating a program that, knowing the numeric parameters of
the hand as dimension of the finger, number of joints ect... and
parameters of the grasped object, simulate the hand-object
system behavior. Program computes the first initial system
equilibrium with no force or moment of forces in system, then
impose a set of desidered forces as desidered task for the system
and brings it in equilibrium, the program follows a desidered
compliance matrix and finally, it prepares variables, used then
by FFHA model, and saves its workspace. In this section we
first decribes the model made in simulink, used to control the
hand, the object used to test the system and the experiments.
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5.2.1 FFAH Control
To control hand, this one is supplied with its control pro-
gramm (FFH), which is very simple allows to enable fingers
and move them, reporting for each finger joint position and
joint torque. In this work, we want to obtain a desidered com-
pliance matrix for a grasped object, with small variations of
joint position and joint stiffness, thus we need a more fine con-
trol of the hand, we control hand using a Matlab Simulink
model shown in figure 5.8.
Heart of control model is composed by a s-function called
FFH, [12], this one establishes and manages connection be-
tween the user computer and the hand computer, sends to
hand computer the joint positions, the joint stiffness, con-
trol joint damping and proportional constant, while read from
hand computer the joint positions and the joint torques. The
model allows for the hand four different configuration: ini-
tial hand configuration, grasping with no load configuration,
grasping with load configuration and desidered configuration,
or rather hand configuration to obtain desidered compliance
matrix. From a configuration to another one, model allows,
using a manual switch block, the change of angle values for
each finger and the change of global stiffness vector, that col-
lect all joint stiffness.
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Figure 5.8: FFH Control Simulink Model
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5.2.2 Object Description
Figure 5.9: Ball in static material testing machines
For all the experiments we consider the system fully actu-
ated, or rather we modify our system model according the
considered hand, setting as synergies for the system the cou-
pling between the last two hand phalanges. We use a real little
ball with 30mm radius and grasp it using thumb, index and
middle. Value of stiffness of the ball is computed using a static
material testing machine, this machine is composed by a fixed
plan and a mobile plan. Inserting an object between the two
plans, and moving the mobile plan, machine gives the values
of the forces perfomed to the object and the displacements of
its mobile plan, so using the Hook’s law
F = 2Kcs (5.6)
we calculate the ball stiffness value. This ones generally is not
linear, and it depends by the contact surface between machines
plans and ball. However, in this work, we use a simple model of
spring, modeling the ball stiffness function with a first degree
polynomial function.
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Figure 5.10: Ball Stiffness Function Plot
5.2.3 System Linearization and Cm validation
In the first experiment we test the validity of the concept of
equivalent compliance matrix. As preoviosly said, this gives,
for a hand grasping an object in an equilibrium configuration,
an estimations of the object behavior when an external wrench
is applied to the object. So to test the validity of grasp compli-
ance matrix, we start from a given preloaded configuration, we
compute its grasp compliance matrix Cm, and we apply an ex-
ternal wrench to the system, finally computing an estimation
of new object position as
uest = u + Cmw. (5.7)
Then from the starting configuration, we apply the same ex-
ternal wrench to system and bring it in equilibirum, obtaining
real value for object position ureal, for a little external wrench
uestis going to be equal to ureal and compliance matrix gives
a good estimation of object behavior. We simulate this exper-
iment making a video of system in a preloaded configuration
where is applied an external force on the z-axis direction with
value Wz = −1. In figure 5.11 we show the one of last video
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frame, where the grey ball rappresent the final estimation ball
position using compliance matrix while the yellow ball rapp-
resent the real one. At the end of video yellow ball overlap to
grey.
Figure 5.11: Object Behavior After Applied an External Wrench
Then we verify that also a reached compliance matrix, ob-
tained by a Cm followeer algorithm, gives a good estimation
of object behavior for little external wrenches, so we set a
desidered Cm, we apply the followeer algorithm obtaining a
new Cm and finally we repeat the previously experiment, ob-
taining new value for estimated object position and real one.
Also in this case we make a video that simulate the object be-
havior. Figure 5.12, shows one of the last video frame, at the
end of video the two ball are almost surimposed.
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Figure 5.12: Object Behavior After Applied an External Wrench with Reached
Compliance Matrix
5.2.4 Simulation of the System after the Compliance Fol-
loweer Algorithm
After the validation of the concept of equivalent compliance
matrix we simulate the system DLR Hand-Ball appling an ex-
ternal wrench to an initial preloaded configuration, with an
initial compliance matrix Cminitial, and computing the final ob-
ject position. Then we first fix for the system a desidered com-
pliance matrix as half of initial one Cmdesidered = Cminitial/2.
Reached this desidered compliance matrix or a value close
enough to desidered one, we apply to the new system result the
same external wrench and we compute the new object position.
New system compliance matrix is about half the previously one
so the new system is more rigid and the object displacements
is going be lower.
To show the system behavior we make two video, one with
system in its initial configuration and one with system in the
new configuration and appling the same external wrench w =
[−7.5 0 0 0 0 0], to system, figure 5.13 shows a com-
pare between the last frame of the two video reporting also the
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object position in absence of external wrench.
Here we report the values of the position of the object center
of mass in an initial configuration (uinitial) and in the configu-
ration with desidered compliance matrix (uhalf)
uintial =
 56.319711.5198
204.6487
 , (5.8)
uhalf =
 58.300715.8378
204.2963
 . (5.9)
Later starting from the same initial configuration with its
compliance matrix, Cminitial, we fix for the system a dedidered
compliance matrix as double of initial oneCmdesidered = 2Cminitial.
Reached the desidered compliance matrix or a value close enough
to desidered one, we finally apply to new system result the
same external wrench previuosly used, computing the new ob-
ject position. The new system have a compliance matrix about
double of initial one, so system is more saggy and the object
displacements is going be higher, for this new found configu-
ration we make a video to simulate the system behavior with
external wrench as in previuos cases, figure 5.14 shows a com-
pare between the last frame of this new video, the last frame of
video in initial system configuration and a third frame showing
system in absence of forces.
Here we report the values of the position of the object center
of mass in the initial configuration (uinitial) and in the config-
uration with desidered compliance matrix (udouble)
uintial =
 56.319711.5198
204.6487
 (5.10)
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Figure 5.13: System Compare after change of Equivalent Compliance Matrix
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Figure 5.14: System Compare after change of Equivalent Compliance Matrix
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udouble =
 55.394018.6305
195.9057
 (5.11)
5.2.5 Real Behavior of the System after the Cm Followeer
Algorithm
In this section we reply the experiments made on the simu-
lated hand on real DLR Hand to test the real efficacy of algo-
rithms and hypothesis made on object behavior. First we com-
pare system in its initial configuration with Cminitial and system
obtained after reached a desidered given byCmdes = Cminitial/2,
for this experiments we made two video with the two different
equivalent compliance matrix, in each experiment the hand
grasp a ball while an external wrench is applied to it, misure
of the real value of external wrench is given by a force sensor
between ball and force source. In the figure 5.15 we report
the last frame of the two video making a comparison between
object position.
Here we report the object center of mass position, obtained
reading the real hand joint angles and appling these the for-
ward kinematics
uinitial =
 62.524318.5236
184.4952
 (5.12)
uhalf =
 71.371620.0749
172.9974
 (5.13)
Second we compare system in its initial configuration with
Cminitial and system obtained after reached a desidered given
by Cmdes = 2Cminitial, and also for this experiments we made
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Figure 5.15: Real System Compare after change of Equivalent Compliance Matrix
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two video with the two different equivalent compliance matrix.
In figure 5.16 we report the last frame of the two video making
a comparison between object position.
Here we report the object center of mass position, obtained
reading the real hand joint angles and appling these the for-
ward kinematics
uinitial =
 62.524318.5236
184.4952
 (5.14)
udouble =
 60.878219.0330
180.6387
 (5.15)
5.2.6 Consideration on Results
In chapter 5 we applied the mathematicals tools and the
compliance control algorithm previously studied to the DLR
Hand, checking the concept of the grasp compliance matrix
to describe the behavior of a robotic system composed by a
robotic hand grasping an object, in presence of a small ex-
ternal wrench and demonstrating the validity of implemented
compliance followeer algorithm both in simulation and using
a real hand. Resulting position of the center of mass between
simulation and real case are slightly different. These differ-
entes may be due to differents positions of system reference
frame, by numeric computation of position of center of mass
in real case, by numeric approximations on the object stiffness,
by numeric approximations on compute of contact point posi-
tion on hand, by the absence of syncronization between force
sensor and hand behavior during the experiments. Morever re-
sults both in simulation and in real application are coerent, or
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Figure 5.16: Real System Compare after change of Equivalent Compliance Matrix
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rather, applying the same external wrench if compliance ma-
trix rise the sysyem will be more saggy and the displacement
of the objcet center of mass will be higher on the contrary
if compliance matrix fall the system will be more rigid and
displacement of the object center of mass will be lower.
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Future Works
In this work we studied algorithms to control grasp com-
pliance of a parallel robot as a robotic hand in grasping an
object, we also improved the found algorithms on a real hand,
and verify their validity, so in future we can continue to search
algorithms more accurate, faster and more efficient to solve a
very important problem on control of the robot. We also can
start from similar works as [1] and [2] and make a comparison
with our work, to improve our algorithms. We can also study
new mathematical tools to reduce calculation time and obtain
a very fast grasp compliance control, and then develop it on an
more complex robot improving a real time grasp compliance
control. We can develop tools to obtain a better description of
the hand to improve its control or using more powerful comput-
ers developing a more precise grasp compliance matrix control
able to operate on matrix element by element. Finally we can
develop a series of tool that knowing the structure of the robot
and the desidered task are, in a completely autonomous, able
to compute the better grasp compliance matrix, to absolve the
specified task and control robot to accomplish a desidered task.
In conclusion, today more than ever, the world of robotics is
the new frontier of the explorers of tomorrow.
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Appendix A
Listing
Here we report the listing, used by matlab, to control the
fully actuated system, where first we compute the no-preload
grasping configuration, second change values for reference and
stiffness vector variables to preload system and finally com-
pute system configuration to have an equivalent compliance
matrix an half respect the initial one. The listening report also
the prepation of the matlab workspace used then by simulink
model to control the real hand.
% Example 1: DLR Hand in grasping a ball with radius = 30mm
%
clc
clear all
format short
digits 64
kc = 0.3125; % Object Stiffness
wrench = [-10 0 0 0 0 0]’;
% Data Hand
d_aa1 = [62.569057; 44.544548; 80.044647]
d_aa2 = [-2.529881; 36.800135; 108.743545] % DLR Data
d_aa3 = [-3.7; 10; 119.043545]
%
R_aa1 = [ 0.429051, -0.571047, -0.699872;
0.187173, 0.814200, -0.549586;
0.883675, 0.104803, 0.456218];
R_aa2 = [ 0, -0.087156, 0.996195;
0, -0.996195, -0.087156;
1, 0, 0];
R_aa3 = [ 0, 0, 1;
0,-1, 0;
1, 0, 0];
g_aa1 = [R_aa1, d_aa1; 0 0 0 1];
g_aa2 = [R_aa2, d_aa2; 0 0 0 1];
g_aa3 = [R_aa3, d_aa3; 0 0 0 1];
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Contact point on the object
d_sfera = 60 ;
r_sfera = d_sfera/2 ;
%
theta_c1 = acos(-15 /r_sfera) ;
alpha_c1 = 0 ;
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%theta_c2 = -acos(7 /r_sfera) ;
alpha_c2 = asin(25/(30*sin(theta_c2))) ;
%
theta_c3 = -acos(10 /r_sfera) ;
alpha_c3 = asin(-5/(30*sin(theta_c3))) ;
%
Pc1_b = [ (d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c1)*cos(alpha_c1) ;
(d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c1)*sin(alpha_c1);
(d_sfera/2)*cos(theta_c1)
] ;
%
Pc2_b = [ (d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c2)*cos(alpha_c2) ;
(d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c2)*sin(alpha_c2);
(d_sfera/2)*cos(theta_c2)
] ;
%
Pc3_b = [ (d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c3)*cos(alpha_c3) ;
(d_sfera/2)*sin(theta_c3)*sin(alpha_c3);
(d_sfera/2)*cos(theta_c3)
] ;
% Selection Matrix
% Hard finger contact, hence only forces on the contact point
B = [1 0 0 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0 0 0; 0 0 1 0 0 0]’;
g_bc1 = [eye(3), Pc1_b; 0 0 0 1];
g_bc2 = [eye(3), Pc2_b; 0 0 0 1];
g_bc3 = [eye(3), Pc3_b; 0 0 0 1];
%
g_c1b = ihomogeneous(g_bc1) ;
g_c2b = ihomogeneous(g_bc2) ;
g_c3b = ihomogeneous(g_bc3) ;
%
% Grasp Matrix
G = [ad2_MT(g_bc1)*B, ad2_MT(g_bc2)*B, ad2_MT(g_bc3)*B ];
%
% Jacobian virtual kinematic chain in reference configuration
% 6 axis through origin frame {A}
P_centro = [0,0,0]’;
xi_u1 = [ 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ]’ ;
xi_u2 = [ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ]’ ;
xi_u3 = [ 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 ]’ ;
xi_u4 = [-cross([1, 0, 0],P_centro)’ ; [1, 0, 0]’] ;
xi_u5 = [-cross([0, 1, 0],P_centro)’ ; [0, 1, 0]’] ;
xi_u6 = [-cross([0, 0, 1],P_centro)’ ; [0, 0, 1]’] ;
%
xi_obj = [xi_u1, xi_u2, xi_u3, xi_u4, xi_u5, xi_u6] ;
%
g_ab = g_obj(xi_obj, [0,0,0,0,0,0]’, P_centro) ;
g_ba = ihomogeneous(g_ab) ;
%
% Spatial Jacobian open virtual chain
J_obj_a = J_obj(xi_obj, [0,0,0,0,0,0]) ;
%
J_obj_b = ad2(g_ba) * J_obj_a ;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
P_finger_ai = [[0;0;0;1], [0;0;0;1],[55;0;0;1], [80;0;0;1]] ;
omega_finger_ai = [[0;0;1;0], [0;-1;0;0],[0;-1; 0;0],[0;-1;0;0]] ;
%
P_finger1_a = g_aa1*P_finger_ai ;
P_finger2_a = g_aa2*P_finger_ai ;
P_finger3_a = g_aa3*P_finger_ai ;
%
omega_finger1_a = g_aa1*omega_finger_ai ;
omega_finger2_a = g_aa2*omega_finger_ai ;
omega_finger3_a = g_aa3*omega_finger_ai ;
%
xi_1_1 = [-cross(omega_finger1_a((1:3),1), P_finger1_a((1:3),1)) ; omega_finger1_a((1:3),1) ] ; %finger 1 joint 1
xi_1_2 = [-cross(omega_finger1_a((1:3),2), P_finger1_a((1:3),2)) ; omega_finger1_a((1:3),2) ] ;
xi_1_3 = [-cross(omega_finger1_a((1:3),3), P_finger1_a((1:3),3)) ; omega_finger1_a((1:3),3) ] ;
xi_1_4 = [-cross(omega_finger1_a((1:3),4), P_finger1_a((1:3),4)) ; omega_finger1_a((1:3),4) ] ;
%
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xi_1_2_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,0))*xi_1_2 ;
xi_1_3_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,0))*xi_1_3 ;
xi_1_4_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_3,0))*xi_1_4 ;
%
%
xi_2_1 = [-cross(omega_finger2_a((1:3),1), P_finger2_a((1:3),1)) ; omega_finger2_a((1:3),1) ] ; %finger 2 joint 1
xi_2_2 = [-cross(omega_finger2_a((1:3),2), P_finger2_a((1:3),2)) ; omega_finger2_a((1:3),2) ] ;
xi_2_3 = [-cross(omega_finger2_a((1:3),3), P_finger2_a((1:3),3)) ; omega_finger2_a((1:3),3) ] ;
xi_2_4 = [-cross(omega_finger2_a((1:3),4), P_finger2_a((1:3),4)) ; omega_finger2_a((1:3),4) ] ;
%
xi_2_2_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,0))*xi_2_2 ;
xi_2_3_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,0))*xi_2_3 ;
xi_2_4_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_3,0))*xi_2_4 ;
%
%
xi_3_1 = [-cross(omega_finger3_a((1:3),1), P_finger3_a((1:3),1)) ; omega_finger3_a((1:3),1) ] ; %finger 3 joint 1
xi_3_2 = [-cross(omega_finger3_a((1:3),2), P_finger3_a((1:3),2)) ; omega_finger3_a((1:3),2) ] ;
xi_3_3 = [-cross(omega_finger3_a((1:3),3), P_finger3_a((1:3),3)) ; omega_finger3_a((1:3),3) ] ;
xi_3_4 = [-cross(omega_finger3_a((1:3),4), P_finger3_a((1:3),4)) ; omega_finger3_a((1:3),4) ] ;
%
xi_3_2_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,0))*xi_3_2 ;
xi_3_3_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,0))*xi_3_3 ;
xi_3_4_ap = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,0))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_3,0))*xi_3_4 ;
%
% % Definizioni utili nel loop
xi_finger_1 = [xi_1_1, xi_1_2, xi_1_3, xi_1_4 ];
xi_finger_2 = [xi_2_1, xi_2_2, xi_2_3, xi_2_4 ]; % these are always valid
xi_finger_3 = [xi_3_1, xi_3_2, xi_3_3, xi_3_4 ];
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Tagent configuration computation, no forces in system
%
s_w = size(G,1);
s_tau = 9 ;
s_q = s_tau;
s_qr = s_tau;
s_fc = size(G,2);
s_u = s_w;
s_kq = s_qr;
%
C_aux = [1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1;0,0,1];
% Coupling between last two phalanges
C = [C_aux, zeros(4,3), zeros(4,3);
zeros(4,3), C_aux, zeros(4,3);
zeros(4,3), zeros(4,3), C_aux;
];
%
S = eye(s_q) ;
s_eta = size(S,2) ;
s_sig = s_eta ;
Kc = diag(kc*ones(s_fc,1)) ;
%
U_loop = zeros(s_tau,s_u) ;
Q_loop = zeros(s_tau) ;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Y0.w = zeros(s_w,1);
Y0.fc = zeros(s_fc,1);
Y0.tau = zeros(s_tau,1);
Y0.u = [ 0;0;0;0;0;0];
kq0 = 500; % Initial Joint Stiffness
Y0.kq = kq0*ones(s_tau,1) ;
%
Y0.q = [ % Initial Configuration
0
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0.1
0
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0.1
0.1
];
%
Y0.qr = Y0.q ;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Y_loop = Y0;
%
Y_1 = Y_loop ;
%
Y0.u = [
51.2856 % precalculated values
29.4292
203.0760
0
0
0.5711] ;
Y_input = [Y0.u((1:3),1); Y0.u(6,1)];
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 5000, ’TolX’, 10^(-8), ’TolFun’, 10^(-8) );
[Y_out, resnorm, residual ] = lsqnonlin(@Recu_Res4_u1236, Y_input, [], [], options)
%
Y_2 = Y_1;
Y_2.u(1) = Y_out(1) ;
Y_2.u(2) = Y_out(2) ;
Y_2.u(3) = Y_out(3) ;
Y_2.u(6) = Y_out(4) ;
%
Y_input = [
0.0442
0.4186
-0.0892
-0.1273
0.2027
0.0144
0.0513
0.0889
0.3028] ;
%
lb = [-15; 6; 6; -15; 6; 6; -15; 6; 6]*pi/180 ;
ub = [ 15; 75; 75; 15; 75; 75; 15; 75; 75]*pi/180 ;
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 10000, ’TolX’, 10^(-10), ’TolFun’, 10^(-10), ’MaxIter’, 2000 );
[Y_out, resnorm, residual ] = lsqnonlin(@Recu_Res4_q, Y_input, lb, ub, options)
%
Y_input = [
61.8532
28.1721
196.6527
%0 % no input, are constant
%0
0.8155
%
0.0303
0.1598
0.1664
-0.0601
0.1398
0.2474
0.1200
0.2848
0.2645] ;
%
lb = [-inf;-inf;-inf; -inf; -15; 6; 6; -15; 6; 6; -15; 6; 6]*pi/180 ;
ub = [ inf; inf; inf; inf; 15; 75; 75; 15; 75; 75; 15; 75; 75]*pi/180 ;
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 10000, ’TolX’, 10^(-10), ’TolFun’, 10^(-10), ’MaxIter’, 2000 );
[Y_out, resnorm, residual, exitflag ] = lsqnonlin(@Recu_Res4_u1236q, Y_input, lb, ub, options)
%
Y_3 = Y_2;
Y_3.u(1) = Y_out(1) ;
Y_3.u(2) = Y_out(2) ;
Y_3.u(3) = Y_out(3) ;
Y_3.u(6) = Y_out(4) ;
Y_3.q = Y_out(5:end) ;
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Y_3.qr = Y_3.q ;
structdisp(Y_3)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compliance Matrix in actual configuration
%
Y_loop = Y_3 ;
%
% g_ab compute
%
g_ab_loop = g_obj(xi_obj, Y_loop.u, P_centro) ;
g_ba_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ab_loop) ;
%
g_ac1_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc1 ;
g_ac2_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc2 ;
g_ac3_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc3 ;
%
g_c1a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac1_loop) ;
g_c2a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac2_loop) ;
g_c3a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac3_loop) ;
%
q_finger_1_loop = Y_loop.q(1:3);
q_finger_2_loop = Y_loop.q(4:6);
q_finger_3_loop = Y_loop.q(7:9);
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
xi_1_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*xi_1_2 ;
xi_1_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,q_finger_1_loop(2)))*xi_1_3 ;
xi_1_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,q_finger_1_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_3,q_finger_1_loop(3)))*xi_1_4 ;
%
xi_2_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*xi_2_2 ;
xi_2_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,q_finger_2_loop(2)))*xi_2_3 ;
xi_2_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,q_finger_2_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_3,q_finger_2_loop(3)))*xi_2_4 ;
%
xi_3_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*xi_3_2 ;
xi_3_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,q_finger_3_loop(2)))*xi_3_3 ;
xi_3_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,q_finger_3_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_3,q_finger_3_loop(3)))*xi_3_4 ;
%
J_s_1_loop = [xi_1_1, xi_1_2_ap_loop, xi_1_3_ap_loop, xi_1_4_ap_loop ] ;
J_s_2_loop = [xi_2_1, xi_2_2_ap_loop, xi_2_3_ap_loop, xi_2_4_ap_loop ] ;
J_s_3_loop = [xi_3_1, xi_3_2_ap_loop, xi_3_3_ap_loop, xi_3_4_ap_loop ] ;
%
% Jacobian on contacts
%
J_c1_1_loop = ad2( g_c1a_loop ) *J_s_1_loop ;
J_c2_2_loop = ad2( g_c2a_loop ) *J_s_2_loop ;
J_c3_3_loop = ad2( g_c3a_loop ) *J_s_3_loop ;
%
J_c_hand_loop = [
B’* J_c1_1_loop , zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 2*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2));
zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 1*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2)), B’* J_c2_2_loop ,...
...zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 1*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2));
zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 2*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2)), B’* J_c3_3_loop ;
];
%
% Virtual Chain Jacobian
J_a_obj_loop = J_obj(xi_obj, Y_loop.u) ;
J_b_obj_loop = ad2(g_ba_loop) * J_a_obj_loop ;
%
Kq_loop = diag(Y_loop.kq);
D_Kq = zeros(max(size(Y_loop.qr)) ) ;
%
%dy = d_u, d_fc, d_tau, d_q, d_w, d_kq, d_qr
Phi = [
zeros(s_w), J_b_obj_loop’*G, zeros(s_w,s_tau), zeros(s_w,s_q), eye(s_w), zeros(s_w,s_q), zeros(s_w, s_q);
-U_loop, -C’*J_c_hand_loop’, eye(s_tau), -Q_loop, zeros(s_tau,s_w), zeros(s_tau), zeros(s_tau);
Kc*G’*J_b_obj_loop, eye(s_fc), zeros(s_fc,s_tau), -Kc*J_c_hand_loop*C, zeros(s_fc,s_w), zeros(s_fc,s_q+s_q);
zeros(s_tau,s_w), zeros(s_tau,s_fc), eye(s_tau), Kq_loop, zeros(s_tau,s_w),-D_Kq, -Kq_loop] ;
%
Phi_canonica = (Phi(:,1:size(Phi,1)))\Phi ;
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%Cg_Y_3 = -Phi_canonica(1:6,s_u+s_fc+s_tau+s_q+1:s_u+s_fc+s_tau+s_q+s_w)
Cm_0 = Cg_Y_3;
% Cm_0 = Compliance matrix in nopreloaded configuration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Change reference angles and joint stiffness values to obtain a preload configuration
Y_loop = Y_3 ;
Y_loop.qr = Y_loop.qr + [0; 0; 0.1; 0; 0; 0.1; 0; 0; 0.1];
Y_loop.kq = Y_loop.kq + 1500*ones(9,1);
Y_input = [Y_loop.u; Y_loop.fc ; Y_loop.tau ; Y_loop.q ] ;
% Bring system in equilibrium
lb =[];
ub =[];
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 10000, ’TolX’, 10^(-20), ’TolFun’, 10^(-20), ’MaxIter’, 2000 );
[ Y_out, resnorm, residual, exitflag ] = nest_RecuRes( Y_input, Y_loop, lb, ub, options )
resnorm4 = resnorm;
%
Y_loop.u = Y_out( 1: size(Y_loop.u,1)) ;
Y_loop.fc = Y_out( size(Y_loop.u,1)+1:size(Y_loop.u,1)+size(Y_loop.fc,1));
Y_loop.tau = Y_out( size(Y_loop.u,1)+size(Y_loop.fc,1)+1:size(Y_loop.u,1)+size(Y_loop.fc,1)+size(Y_loop.tau,1));
Y_loop.q = Y_out( size(Y_loop.u,1)+size(Y_loop.fc,1)+size(Y_loop.tau,1)+1:end) ;
%
% New Compliance
Y_4 = Y_loop;
g_cb_index(:,:,1) = ihomogeneous(g_bc1) ;
g_cb_index(:,:,2) = ihomogeneous(g_bc2) ;
g_cb_index(:,:,3) = ihomogeneous(g_bc3) ;
g_ab_loop = g_obj(xi_obj, Y_loop.u, P_centro) ;
g_ba_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ab_loop) ;
%
g_ac1_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc1 ;
g_ac2_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc2 ;
g_ac3_loop = g_ab_loop * g_bc3 ;
%
g_c1a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac1_loop) ;
g_c2a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac2_loop) ;
g_c3a_loop = ihomogeneous(g_ac3_loop) ;
%
q_finger_1_loop = Y_loop.q(1:3);
q_finger_2_loop = Y_loop.q(4:6);
q_finger_3_loop = Y_loop.q(7:9);
%
xi_1_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*xi_1_2 ;
xi_1_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,q_finger_1_loop(2)))*xi_1_3 ;
xi_1_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_1,q_finger_1_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_2,q_finger_1_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_1_3,q_finger_1_loop(3)))*xi_1_4 ;
%
xi_2_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*xi_2_2 ;
xi_2_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,q_finger_2_loop(2)))*xi_2_3 ;
xi_2_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_1,q_finger_2_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_2,q_finger_2_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_2_3,q_finger_2_loop(3)))*xi_2_4 ;
%
xi_3_2_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*xi_3_2 ;
xi_3_3_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,q_finger_3_loop(2)))*xi_3_3 ;
xi_3_4_ap_loop = ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_1,q_finger_3_loop(1)))*ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_2,q_finger_3_loop(2)))*...
...ad2(twistexp2(xi_3_3,q_finger_3_loop(3)))*xi_3_4 ;
%
J_s_1_loop = [xi_1_1, xi_1_2_ap_loop, xi_1_3_ap_loop, xi_1_4_ap_loop ] ;
J_s_2_loop = [xi_2_1, xi_2_2_ap_loop, xi_2_3_ap_loop, xi_2_4_ap_loop ] ;
J_s_3_loop = [xi_3_1, xi_3_2_ap_loop, xi_3_3_ap_loop, xi_3_4_ap_loop ] ;
% Jacobian value on contact point
J_c1_1_loop = ad2( g_c1a_loop ) *J_s_1_loop ;
J_c2_2_loop = ad2( g_c2a_loop ) *J_s_2_loop ;
J_c3_3_loop = ad2( g_c3a_loop ) *J_s_3_loop ;
%
J_c_hand_loop =
[
B’* J_c1_1_loop , zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 2*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2));
zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 1*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2)), B’* J_c2_2_loop ,...
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... zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 1*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2));
zeros(size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,1), 2*size(B’* J_c1_1_loop,2)), B’* J_c3_3_loop ;
];
%
% Virtual Chain Jacobian
J_a_obj_loop = J_obj(xi_obj, Y_loop.u) ;
J_b_obj_loop = ad2(g_ba_loop) * J_a_obj_loop ;
%
Kq_loop = diag(Y_loop.kq);
D_Kq = diag (Y_loop.qr - Y_loop.q) ;
% Jacobian Derived
Y_loop_fc_index(:,:,1)= Y_loop.fc(1:3) ;
Y_loop_fc_index(:,:,2)= Y_loop.fc(4:6) ;
Y_loop_fc_index(:,:,3)= Y_loop.fc(7:9) ;
%
J_s_loop_index(:,:,1) = J_s_1_loop ;
J_s_loop_index(:,:,2) = J_s_2_loop ;
J_s_loop_index(:,:,3) = J_s_3_loop ;
%
Uj_loop = [] ;
for i = 1:6
Uj_temp_i = [];
for j = 1:size(Y_loop_fc_index,3)
Uj_temp_i =[ Uj_temp_i ; C_aux’* J_s_loop_index(:,:,j)’*...
(ad2(g_ba_loop)*ad_lie(-J_a_obj_loop(:,i)))’*(ad2(g_cb_index(:,:,j)))’*B*Y_loop_fc_index(:,:,j) ] ;
end
%
Uj_loop = [ Uj_loop, Uj_temp_i] ;
end
Qj_loop = [] ;
for j = 1:size(Y_loop_fc_index,3)
j_max = size(Y_loop_fc_index,3);
Qj_temp_i =[];
Qj_temp_i = [Qj_temp_i ,zeros(3,4*(j-1))];
for i = 1 : size(J_s_loop_index(:,:,1),2)
Qj_temp_i = [ Qj_temp_i , ...
C_aux’*( D_Jacob_spa_i(J_s_loop_index(:,:,j), i))’*...
ad2(g_ba_loop)’*ad2(g_cb_index(:,:,j) )’*B*Y_loop_fc_index(:,:,j)
];
end
Qj_temp_i = [Qj_temp_i , zeros(3,4*(j_max-j)) ];
Qj_loop = [Qj_loop; Qj_temp_i] ;
end
Qj_loop = Qj_loop*C ;
Ug_loop = [] ;
for i = 1:6
Ug_loop = [Ug_loop, (D_Jacob_dist_i( J_a_obj_loop, ad2(g_ba_loop) ,i ))’*G*Y_loop.fc] ;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ordine delle varibili
% d_u, d_fc, d_tau, d_q, d_w, d_kq, d_qr
Phi = [
Ug_loop, J_b_obj_loop’*G, zeros(s_w,s_tau), zeros(s_w,s_q), eye(s_w), zeros(s_w,s_q), zeros(s_w, s_q);
-Uj_loop, -C’*J_c_hand_loop’, eye(s_tau), -Qj_loop, zeros(s_tau,s_w), zeros(s_tau), zeros(s_tau);
Kc*G’*J_b_obj_loop, eye(s_fc), zeros(s_fc,s_tau), -Kc*J_c_hand_loop*C, zeros(s_fc,s_w), zeros(s_fc,s_q+s_q);
zeros(s_tau,s_w), zeros(s_tau,s_fc), eye(s_tau), Kq_loop, zeros(s_tau,s_w),-D_Kq, -Kq_loop
] ;
%
Phi_canonica = (Phi(:,1:size(Phi,1)))\Phi ;
%
Cg_des_qr = -Phi_canonica(1:6,s_u+s_fc+s_tau+s_q+1:s_u+s_fc+s_tau+s_q+s_w);
Cm_p = Cg_des_qr;
% Cm_p = Compliance matrix in new system configuration with preload
Cm_des = Cm_p*0.5;
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compliance Follower algortihm, considering fully actuated sysytem
%
Y_loop = Y_4;
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save partialMeta
% Cm followeer changing only kq
for i = 1:10
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 100, ’TolX’, 10^(-20), ’TolFun’, 10^(-20), ’MaxIter’, 2000 );
Y_input_cg = Y_loop.kq;
ub = 15000*ones(size(Y_loop.qr));
[ Y_out, resnorm, residual, exitflag , Y_final, Cm_f ] =
nest_Cg_follower_Kq( Cm_des, Y_input_cg, Y_loop, lb, ub, options )
Y_loop = Y_final;
save partialMeta
punt = i
end
options = optimset(’MaxFunEvals’, 10, ’TolX’, 10^(-20), ’TolFun’, 10^(-20), ’MaxIter’, 2000 );
lb =[-Inf*ones(size([Y_loop.kq],1),1); Y_loop.qr-ones(size(Y_loop.qr))*5*pi/180];
ub =[15000*ones(size(Y_loop.qr)); Y_loop.qr+ones(size(Y_loop.qr))*5*pi/180];
% Cm followeer changing kq and qr
for i = 10:40
Y_input_cg = [ Y_loop.kq; Y_loop.qr ] ;
[ Y_out, resnorm, residual, exitflag , Y_final, Cm_f ] =
nest_Cg_follower_kqqrF( Cm_des, Y_input_cg, Y_loop, lb, ub, options )
Y_loop = Y_final;
save partialMeta1
punt = i
end
residuoCm = resnorm;
Yscarica = Y_3;
Ypreload = Y_4;
Yfinale = Y_final;
qr0 = Yscarica.qr*180/pi;
sig0 = qr0;
q_thumb0 = [1 sig0(3) sig0(2) sig0(1)];
q_fore0 = [1 sig0(6) sig0(5) sig0(4)];
q_middle0 = [1 sig0(9) sig0(8) sig0(7)];
q_ring0 = [1 6 6 0];
q_pinky0 = [1 6 6 0];
kq_0 = Yscarica.kq/1000;
kq_0 = [1 kq_0’ 0.3*ones(1,6)];
qrp = Ypreload.qr*180/pi;
sigp = qrp;
q_thumbp = [1 sigp(3) sigp(2) sigp(1)];
q_forep = [1 sigp(6) sigp(5) sigp(4)];
q_middlep = [1 sigp(9) sigp(8) sigp(7)];
q_ringp = [1 6 6 0];
q_pinkyp = [1 6 6 0];
kq_p = Ypreload.kq/1000;
kq_p = [1 kq_p’ 0.3*ones(1,6)];
qrf = Yfinale.qr*180/pi;
sigf = qrf;
q_thumbf = [1 sigf(3) sigf(2) sigf(1)];
q_foref = [1 sigf(6) sigf(5) sigf(4)];
q_middlef = [1 sigf(9) sigf(8) sigf(7)];
q_ringf = [1 6 6 0];
q_pinkyf = [1 6 6 0];
kq_f = Yfinale.kq/1000;
kq_f = [1 kq_f’ 0.3*ones(1,6)];
Summing = ’Final configuration with desidered Cm an half respect initial one’
save DLR_Gialla_Cm_Meta q_thumb0 q_fore0 q_middle0 q_ring0 q_pinky0 kq_0
save DLR_Gialla_Cm_Meta q_thumbp q_forep q_middlep q_ringp q_pinkyp kq_p -APPEND
save DLR_Gialla_Cm_Meta q_thumbf q_foref q_middlef q_ringf q_pinkyf kq_f -APPEND
save DLR_Gialla_Cm_Meta Yscarica Ypreload Yfinale Cm_0 Cm_p Cm_des Cm_f -APPEND
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